ABSTRACT. We show that the problem of finding an infinite set of indiscernibles in an arbitrary decidable model of a first order theory is essentially equivalent to the problem of finding an infinite path through a recursive wbranching tree. Similarly, we show that the problem of finding an infinite set of indiscernibles in a decidable model of an u>-categorical theory with decidable atoms is essentially equivalent to finding an infinite path through a recursive binary tree.
Introduction.
Ehrenfeucht and Mostowski [2] introduced the notion of indiscernibles and proved that every first order theory has a model with an infinite set of order indiscernibles. In [6] , we investigated the question of which decidable theories have decidable models with infinite recursive sets of indiscernibles.
For example, we showed that every w-stable decidable theory and every stable theory which has a certain strong decidability property called BQ-decidability have such models. Moreover, we gave a series of examples of decidable theories which have no decidable models with infinite recursive sets of indiscernibles which show that the various hypotheses of our positive results are necessary.
In this paper, we investigate the possible degrees of indiscernibles in a decidable model Ai. We shall show, in a sense to be made precise in §1, that the problem of finding a set of indiscernibles in an arbitrary decidable model M of a first order theory T is essentially equivalent to the problem of finding an infinite path through a recursive w-branching tree T. Similarly, we shall show that the problem of finding an infinite set of indiscernibles in a decidable model Ai of an w-categorical theory T with decidable atoms is essentially equivalent to finding an infinite path through a recursive binary tree T. Then since the possible degrees of infinite paths through recursive trees have been extensively studied in the literature, we are able to derive a number of corollaries about the degrees of indiscernibles in decidable models. For example, we shall show there is a decidable theory T for which every decidable model Ai of T has an infinite set of indiscernibles but that no decidable model Ai of T has an infinite set of indiscernibles / which is hyperarithmetic.
In contrast, we will show that every w-categorical decidable model Ai has an infinite set of indiscernibles which is recursive in Q', the jump of the degree of the recursive sets. Also we shall show that the question of whether an arbitrary decidable model Ai has an infinite set of indiscernibles is a complete Ej question.
In §1, we shall deal with preliminaries, give a precise definition of what we mean for the problem of finding indiscernibles in a decidable model Ai to be equivalent to finding a path through a recursive tree T, and recall some basic model-theoretic lemmas from [6] . In §2, we shall investigate the degrees of indiscernibles in arbitrary decidable models and in §3, we shall investigate the degrees of indiscernibles in ojcategorical decidable models.
Finally, we would like to thank V. Harnik for his careful reading of this paper and our previous paper [6] and for his helpful suggestions.
1. Definitions, notations and preliminaries. L will be a first order language. T will be a countable theory over L which has an infinite model. The (possibly indexed) letter Ai will represent a countable model of T and we will usually not distinguish between Ai and its domain do(Al). Letters A,B,C, etc. will usually denote countable subsets of Ai. Finite sequences ax,... ,an will be represented by 5. We shall write ä £ A when we really mean that each element of the range of 5 is in A. L(A) is the language formed by adding new constant symbols for the elements of A to L. The type of â G Ai over B is the set of formulas t(a/B) = {p(x) G L(B)|Ai |= p(a)}. An atomic type is the restriction of a type to atomic and negations of atomic formulas. A model Ai is atomicly homogeneous if and only if whenever 5, c, b G Ai are such that a and b realize the same atomic type, there exists d G Ai such that (<z, c) and (b, d) realize the same atomic types. Unless stated otherwise, we shall assume that the domain of a decidable model Ai is the set of natural numbers to. A model Ai is decidable if the theory of (Ai,ra)me.M is decidable. A decidable theory T has decidable atoms if there is an effective procedure to decide if a formula p(xi,..., xn) is an atom in the Lindenbaum algebra of formulas with n free variables over T, Bn(T), for any n G uj.
The set of finite sequences from uj will be denoted by uj<uj and the set of all finite sequences of O's and l's will be denoted by 2<w. <p will denote the empty sequence in w<UJ as well as the empty set. If a and b are in uj<uj, then we write a Ç b if 5 is an initial subsequence of b. We assume that we have an effective Gödel numbering of u><UJ and #(ai,...
,an) will denote the Gödel number of the sequence (a\,..., an). / = (¿" : n € u) is a sequence of indiscernibles iff in ^ im for m ^ n and t(ir¡,..., in) = £(¿CT(o), • • •, V(n)) whenever o is a strictly increasing function and n E uj. (For emphasis, / is sometimes referred to as a set of order indiscernibles.) Now if / = (in : n E uj) is a sequence of indiscernibles in a decidable model Ai, then we shall often identify / with the set {#(¿0,..., in)\n & uj} so that when we talk of the degree of I we mean the Turing degree of {#(¿0, • • •, in)\n G ^}-I(A1) will denote the set of infinite sequences of indiscernibles in a model Ai.
An oj-branching tree is a set T Ç oj<OJ such that (i) <f> S T and (ii) whenever (an, ■ • ■, an) G T, then (an,..., at) E T for all i < n. it = (a¿ : i E oj) is an infinite path through T if (an, ...,an) G T for all n G w. Again we shall often identify 7T with the set {#(an,... ,an)|n G oj} so that the degree of it is just the Turing degree of the set {#(an,..., an)\n E w}. The set of infinite paths through T will be denoted by P(T). A binary tree T is just an w-branching tree which is contained in 2<UJ. An w-branching tree T is recursive if the set of Gödel numbers of elements of T is a recursive set.
Next we want to discuss what it should mean for the problems of finding infinite paths through a recursive w-branching tree and of finding infinite sets of indiscernibles in a decidable model to be equivalent. Intuitively, it should be that for any given decidable model Ai, there is a recursive w-branching tree Tm such that there is an effective correspondence between J(Ai) and P(Tm) and similarly for any given w-branching tree T, there is a decidable model Aij such that there is an effective correspondence between P(T) and J(Air)-However, such a requirement is too strong. That is, there are recursive w-branching trees such that card(P(T)) == 1 while clearly if I (Ai) ^ <£ for a decidable model Ai, then since every subsequence of a sequence of indiscernibles is a sequence of indiscernibles, card(I(Ai)) = 2W. Thus, in general, we cannot expect an effective 1 : 1 correspondence between P(T) and I (Air) as above. But nevertheless there is a natural weaker notion of a correspondence between P(T) and I(Ai) for some fixed recursive uj-branching tree T and decidable model Ai. Let Xeix) denote the output of the eth Turing oracle machine with oracle A Ç uj started on input x. We shall write \e = P ^ f°r all x Euj, A. . Í0 iix<£B, X»-{l ifxGR then we say that the problem of finding an infinite path through T is effectively equivalent to the problem of finding an infinite sequence of indiscernibles in Ai, written P(T) ~ I(M), if there exist e and / such that (i) if / G I(M), then xi = m € P{T), (ii) if 7T G P(T), then x} = I* € I(M), and (iii) for all ir G P(T), if X/ = h, then xi" = n. Note that by clauses (ii) and (iii) of the definition of P(T) ~ I (Ai), it follows that deg(Tr) = deg(/,r) for all tt G P(T), where for any A Ç uj, deg(A) denotes the Turing degree of A. Moreover by clause (i), we have that for each I G I (Ai), deg(7r/) <t deg (7), where <t denotes Turing reducibility. Now in §2, we shall show that for every recursive w-branching tree T, there is a decidable model Air such that P(T) ~ I(M.j). Thus, the problem of finding infinite sequences of indiscernibles in Air is at least as complex as finding an infinite path through T. Similarly, we show that for each decidable model At, there is a recursive ^-branching Tm such that P(Tm) ~ L(M) so that from any infinite path 7T through Tm, we can construct an infinite sequence of indescernibles in Ai. In §3, we shall give similar correspondences between decidable w-categorical models of decidable theories T with decidable atoms and recursive binary trees.
We end this section by recalling some basic definitions and lemmas from [6] on which most of our constructions in § §2 and 3 are based. Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3 below correspond to Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 of [6] , respectively. However, Lemma 2.4 of [6] was stated incorrectly and without proof. In Lemma 1.3, we provide the corrected version of Lemma 2.4 of [6] and give the proof. We note, however, that each of the constructions of [6] which relied on this lemma are not affected by the correction.
Let K be a class of finite structures over a finite language L which has only relation symbols. We shall assume that if A G K, then A Ç uj. If / is any 1 : 1 map from A into uj, f[A] is the structure whose domain is the range of / and is such that f[A] \= R(x) iff A \= i?(/-1(x)), where R is any relation symbol of L. (ii) K has the strong amalgamation property iff whenever A,B G K are such that A\(A n B) = B\(A n B), then there exists DeK such that A,B Ç D.
(iii) Ä" is said to be a full family of structures iff K is closed under isomorphisms, K has the strong amalgamation property, and K is closed under substructures.
In what follows Qx is the quantifier which asserts "there exist infinitely many". A theory T is said to be C(Q)-decidable iff there is an effective procedure which decides for any tb £ £(Q) whether T U {V»} has a model. LEMMA 1.2. Let K be a full family of structures which is recursive, i.e., given any finite structure A over L with A Ç uj, we can effectively decide if A E K. Then:
(a) there is a decidable atomicly homogeneous model At such that (i) every finite substructure of Ai is in K, and (ii) any structure in K is embeddable in Ai; (b) any two atomicly homogeneous structures satisfying (i) and (ii) PROOF. It suffices to show that for all i < j, Ti C Tj. We shall accomplish this by proving that the restriction of the atomicly homogeneous model Aj of Tj to Li is isomorphic to the atomicly homogeneous model Ai of T¿. We do this by checking that (1) A3\Li and Ai realize the same atomic types over L¿, and (2) Aj\Li is atomicly homogeneous over L¿. Suppose the atomic type p is realized by ö in Ai. Let A = Ai\a. By Lemma 1.2, A E K{. Let B* = 0. Then B* E Kj and B*\Lt C A. Thus by (c), A can be expanded to A* E Kj; by Lemma 1.2, A* can be embedded into Aj; so p is realized by Aj. An even easier argument using (b) shows that if p is an atomic type over L¿ realized by Aj\Li, then p is realized by AiFinally we show that Ad\Li is atomicly homogeneous. Let U,b,cE Aj be such that the atomic type of ö over L¿ is the same as that of b. By the atomic homogeneity with image a' ~ 6' " dd! which satisfies (*). ■
As previously noted, Lemma 2.4 of [6] , the lemma of [6] which corresponds to Lemma 1.3 above, was incorrectly stated. The problem was that in Lemma 2.4 of [6] , condition (c) of Lemma 1.3 was replaced by the weaker condition: (c*) for each i < j and Ai E Ki, Ai can be expanded to a structure in Kj. Unfortunately condition (c*) is not enough to guarantee the atomic homogenity of Aj \Li which is used in our proof of Lemma 1.3. However, the two theories in Examples 2.6 and 2.7 of [6] whose constructions were based on Lemma 2.4 of [6] continue to have the properties claimed there as it is easy to check that in those constructions, the stronger condition (c) of Lemma 1.3 holds.
Indiscernibles
in arbitrary decidable models.
In this section we shall give two correspondences which will show that the problem of finding infinite sets of order indiscernibles in decidable models is essentially equivalent to the problem of finding an infinite path through an cj-branching recursive tree, and then derive a number of corollaries from the two correspondences.
First, it is rather trivial to show that for any given decidable model Ai over a first order language L, there exists a recursive w-branching tree Tm such that there is an effective 1 : 1 correspondence between I(Ai) and P(Tm)-That is, let po,pi,.-.
be an effective list of all formulas of L such that the free variables of pi are among xn> • • • >*t-We say that a sequence a = an,..., an from Ai is a sequence of indiscernibles with respect to po,...,pn over Ai if for all i < n: At |= Pi (a0,..-,ak-i) o p¿(a(T(o),...,a(T(fc_i)) for all increasing maps a : {0,... ,k-l} -> {0,... ,n}, where pi has exactly fc free variables. Then we simply let Tm be the recursive w-branching tree such that <j> E Tm and an,..., an G Tm iff an, •• -, a" G At, and an, • • ■, a" is a sequence of indiscernibles with respect to po,...,pn over At. It is then clear that an infinite path n = (an : n E uj) through T is just an infinite set of order indiscernibles in At and vice versa. Thus we have the following. PROPOSITION 2.1. For any decidable model At, there exists a recursive ujbranching tree Tm such that P(Tm) ~ -f (Al).
An immediate consequence of Proposition 2.1 is that if At is a decidable model which has an infinite set of order indiscernibles, then there is a set of indiscernibles in Ai recursive in Kleene's 0. In fact, by the Gandy Basis Theorem (see Theorem XLIII of [8] ), we have the following COROLLARY 2.2. If M is a decidable model such that I(M) / 0, then there exists an infinite set of order indiscernibles I in At such that the hyperdegree of I is strictly less than the hyperdegree of 0.
Similarly, if we apply the Harrington-Kechris basis theorem [3] , we have the following corollary. Next we turn to the more difficult task of showing that for every recursive idbranching tree, there exists a decidable model At 7 such that the problem of finding infinite paths through T is effectively equivalent to the problem of finding infinite sets of order indiscernibles in At. In fact, we prove something much stronger. THEOREM 2.4. Let T be a recursive uj-branching tree. Then there exists a complete decidable theory T such that for any decidable model At of T, P(T) Ĩ (M).
PROOF. We shall use Lemma 1.3 to construct our theory T. Thus we must specify an increasing sequence of languages, Ii Ç L2 Ç • • -, with only relation symbols and an effective sequence of classes of finite structures, K\, K2, ■ ■ ■, satisfying conditions (a)-(c) of Lemma 1.3 so that if T¿ is the w-categorical Lj(<5)-decidable theory constructed from Ä", via Lemma 1.2, then the theory T = U¿^i Ti over the language L -{J°lx Li is our desired decidable theory. Before giving the exact definitions of the Li and Kt, we shall make a few remarks about the basic strategy of our construction.
Our final language will contain \a\ + 1-ary predicates Sa for each o E uj<uj, where \a\ denotes the length of o. Now if o ^ T, then we will ensure that T \= Vx(->SCT(x)). Our final language will also contain an infinite sequence of \a\ + 2-ary predicates R°,Rl,R%,... for each o E uj<m'. The Rq's will be used to ensure that there is no infinite sequence of order indiscernibles / = {in,¿i,...} in any decidable model At of T such that At (= Sa(io,...,i\a\) and yet At |= -,Sa-i(tQ,... ,¿|<t|+i) for each i E uj, where a" i = (o0,... ,ok,i) if a = (<t0, ... ,ok). The idea will be to ensure that if At |= Sa-(io,..., i\"\) and Ai \= ->SCT ~i(¿o> • • •, *|«r| + i) for all i E uj, then the rc^'s will allow us to recursively separate a pair of recursively inseparable r.e. sets A and B. That is, we shall ensure that if / were a recursive set of order indiscernibles with the properties outlined above, then A Ç {j\M \=Rl(i0,...,iM + i)}andB Ç {j\M \= ->Ri(i0,.. .,¿H+1)} which would violate the recursive inseparability of A and S if At is decidable. It will then follow that if / is an infinite set of order indiscernibles in some decidable model At of T, then for each n > 0, there will be a o E T with \a\ = n such that At (= S(io,..., i\a\) so that each such / will code an infinite path through T. Finally, it will follow from the way our theory T is constructed via Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3 that for every infinite path 7T through T, there is a set of indiscernibles / which codes n as above.
We now turn to the formal definitions of the L% and Ki. Given o = (o\,..., <j\a\)
E uj<uj, we let ||tr|| = max{|<r|-|-l,(Ti,... ,o>|}-We let m-n = {a = (ffi,.. -,o-\a\) G uJ<UJ\ \o~\ < n and <7¿ < m for each i -1,..., |oj} and m<n = {o = (o~i,... ,o~\"\) E uj<uj\ |<t| < n and rr, < m for each i-1,..., |<t|}. Then for each m > 1, we let Lm be the language whose predicates are {Sa\o G m-m} U {R\\t E m<m and i < m}. Then we let Km be the class of all finite structures A over Lm which satisfy the following five properties.
(1) A h Vx(S¿(x)) and for all o G m^n such that a <£ T, A h Vx(-.5ff(x)).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (We note that our definition of \\o\\ ensures that \o\ + 1 < \\o\\ < k so that bo,... ,b\a\ + i is an initial segment of bo, ■ ■ ■,bk-X. Also in clause (c), we are allowing that k' > m so that SCT-fc'(6n,... ,6|CT|+i). However, we note that since 6 G A, we need only consider k < \A\ to verify that condition (4) It is clear from properties (l)- (5) of the definition of Km that Km is closed under isomorphisms and substructures, and moreover that for any given finite structure A over Lm, we can effectively decide if A is in Km. To see that Km has the strong amalgamation property, suppose that A and B are in Km and that A\A n B = B\A n B. We define a structure C whose universe is do ( To see that C E Km, we must check properties (l)- (5). Properties (1) and (2) (4) and (5) (4) and (5) hold. Finally if o -(b, then j G Ak implies that R3Abo,bi) holds in C and j E Bk implies ->i?i(6o,i»i) holds in C by clause (B) of our definition of C so that (4) and (5) (4) and (5) of the definition of Km follows from the fact that in conditions (4) and (5) we referred to sets of indiscernibles with respect to Lm. Now consider (c). By induction we may assume that n = m + 1. We define A* as follows. Fix a = (an,..., ak) in A and S" -j and fí¿ in Ln -Lm with a of length k -1. If a G B*, then we are forced to define A* |= Sa -j(a) iff fl* \= S" ~j(a) and A* (= Ä£(a) iff B* (= A¿(a). Now suppose that for some l, ai E B*■ Our strategy is to allow ¿?* (= ScT-jia) only in those cases in which A meets conditions (4) or (5) by not A (= _|S'(T-j(a) and cr"j E T. To meet (4) and (5) is a sequence of distinct indiscernibles with respect to the atomic formulas of Ln<. Since B* E Kn we may assume that some bi £ B* and by condition (2) we may assume that / = 0. First suppose that n' < m and that A* (= S"(bo,... ,b\a\). Thus (7 G m<m and A )= SCT(6n,..., ft^). Since ^ G Km, A satisfies either (b) or (c) of conditions (4) and (5) . If A satisfies (b) of either (4) or (5) then so does A*. Suppose that A satisfies (c) of either (4) or (5) and that k' is the smallest integer such that not A |= ^Sa~k'(bo, ■ ■ ■ ,b\a\+i) and o-"k' E T. If k' < m or k' > m then A* satisfies (c) by default. If k' = m, then (Al) and (A3)(i) hold for a = (&o,..., 6|o-|_i_i) by the choice of k'. Since A \= Sa(bo, ■ ■ ■, b\a\) and a is a sequence of indiscernibles, it is easy to see that conditions (A2) and (A3) (ii) hold.
Thus our definition of A* forces A* \= S0~m(ä); so (4)(c) and (5)(c) hold.
Finally, suppose that n' = m and A* |= Sa(bo, ■ ■ ■ ,b\"\). Again the fact that a = (bo, ■ ■ ■ ,b\^ + i) is a sequence of indiscernibles ensures that (B2) and (B3)(iv) hold for a. Our construction guarantees that (B3)(iii) holds for a. Thus by condition (B4) of our definition of A*, A* \= RJa(a) iff j E Ap, where p = cavd(A); so (4B) and (5b) are met.
We can now apply Lemma 1.3 to construct an ¿(Q)-decidable theory T which admits elimination of quantifiers, where L -1J°^, Li, T -\J°^X T¿, and 7¿ is the w-categorical theory constructed from Ki via Lemma 1.2. Now suppose that At is any decidable model T and i" = (¿n,ii,...,)
is an infinite sequence of order indiscernibles in At. We claim that there is a unique path rr = (710,711,712,... To complete the proof that P(T) ~ I (At), we must show that given any path it = (7ro,7Ti,...) in P(T), we can construct a sequence of order indiscernibles In = (io, ii,...)
of At such that Iv is recursive in 7r and irrn = In. Now for each n > 0, consider the formula pn, where pn(x0,...,xn) = f\ r<n j€Ar jeBr m = ||7rr||, 7rr = irr'_i k, Ar = {j < k\j G A^^}, and Br = {j < m\j <£ Ar}. It is easy to see from our definition of Km that pn is consistent with Tm and hence with T. Moreover, it follows from conditions (l)- (3) RJT{xl0,... ,x»|r|+1) holds for all \a\ < n, \t\ < n -1, and ij < n so that by the elimination of quantifiers of T, pn is complete with respect to T. Note also that T j= Vx"y(pn+1(x'y) -> p"(x)). It follows that if M is model T and / = (io,ii, ■ ■ ■)
is a sequence of elements of A/ such that M (= pn(io, ■ ■ ■ ,in) for all n, then / is a sequence of indiscernibles in A/. Now in our given decidable model At of T, we define the sequence Iw = (in, i\,...) as follows:
(a) i0 = /ia(a G At and At |= S^a)).
(b) Having defined io,...,in so that for each k < n, At (= pk{io, ■ ■ ■ ,ik), let ¿n+i = Ma(a G At, a > n, and Ai |= pn+i(¿0,... ,¿",a)).
To see that in+i exists, let m = ||rn+i|| and observe that Tm = T\Lm. If we consider Ai|Lm as a model of the w-categorical theory Tm, then by Lemma 1.2, B = At|{¿o, • • • ,in} must be a finite structure in Km. Moreover there is clearly a finite structure A = {an,... ,an+i} in Km so that A (= p"+i(an,... ,an+i). Now using the facts that Km is closed under isomorphisms and has the strong amalgamation property, one can easily show that Lemma 1.2 implies that Tm (= Vx(p"(x) -> 3yo,.. ■ ,2/n+i(Ai/ji/î ¥" V j A Pn+i(x~,Vi)))-Thus T also satisfies the same sentence so that ¿"+i is well defined for all n. Note that In is clearly recursive in the sequence of formulas (pi,P2, ■ ■ ■) which in turn is recursive in 7r. Moreover, it is easy to see that -k¡^ = it. Thus there is a partial recursive function Xf such that Xf = In for all n E P(T) so that P(T) « J(Ai) for all decidable models At of t. m
We note that if T is the theory constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.4 and T" equals T restricted to the language £, -{S"\o G uj<uj}, then T" is also a decidable theory which admits the elimination of quantifiers. Since the omitting types theorem [1] is effective, it follows that T" has a decidable model At' which omits all the types pa(xo,... ,x\0\+i) = {Sa(xio,...,XiM)\0 <i0 < ■■■ < i\"\ < \a\ + 1} U {-'Sa ~i(x0, ..., X|CT| + .)|¿ G UJ}.
It then follows by essentially the same analysis as in Theorem 2.4 that there is an effective 1 : 1 correspondence between w-types of infinite sets of order indiscernibles which are realized in At' and paths through T. Moreover we note that our construction ensures that every sequence I -(Ír: R < uj) of order indiscernibles of At' is, in fact, a set of total indiscernibles in At', i.e. for every 1 : 1 map a: (0,..., n -1) -» uj and every sentence p, M \= p(io,... ,in-i) iff At (= p(ia{0), ■ ■ ■ iMn-i))-Thus we have the following. COROLLARY 2.5. For any recursive uj-branching tree T, there exists a decidable model At' such that there is an effective 1 : 1 correspondence between uj-types of infinite sets of indiscernibles realized in At and infinite paths through T.
We can use the correspondence proved in Theorem 2.4 to prove a number of interesting corollaries by simply considering recursive w-branching trees with various special properties. For example, if we let T be a recursive w-branching tree with no infinite paths through T, we get the following corollary first proved in [6] . COROLLARY 2.6. There exists a decidable L(Q)-decidable theory T such that no decidable model MofT has an infinite set of order indiscernibles.
In [8] , it is proved that there exist recursive w-branching trees T' and {Tn: n < uj} such that there are infinite branches through T' but there are no infinite branches through T' which are hyperarithmetic and for each n, Tn has exactly one infinite branch through Tn which is Turing equivalent to H(n).
( (ii) For each n Euj, there exists a decidable model M'n such that there is only one uj-type 9n of an infinite set of indiscernibles which is realized in M'n and deg0" = deg H(n).
Finally the correspondence of Theorem 2.4 allows us to classify the complexity of the predicate "At is a decidable model with an infinite set of order indiscernibles." That is, let L = [J°lx Li be the language of Theorem 2.5. Then we say that e = #(fc, /) is a Gödel number of a decidable model At of T if Xfc is the characteristic function of Do(Ai) and xi is the characteristic function of the satisfaction predicate of At. It is easy to see that U = {e: e is a Gödel number of a decidable model At over L which contains an infinite set of indiscernibles} is a Sj-predicate since e G ii iff 3f((f(i):
i E uj) is an infinite set of order indiscernibles in At and At is a decidable model over L) and the predicate "(/(¿) : i E uj) is an infinite set of order indiscernibles in At and At is a decidable model over L" is easily seen to be arithmetic. We say that e is a Gödel number of a recursive w-branching tree T if Xe is the characteristic function of T. In [8] , it is shown that 1/ = {e: e is a Gödel number of a recursive w-branching tree T with at least one infinite branch through T} is a complete Ej-predicate.
The correspondence in Theorem 2.4 and the fact that the Henkin construction of a model from a consistent theory T is uniform and effective shows that 1/ is 1 : 1 reducible to U. Thus we have the following COROLLARY 2.8. {e: e is a Gödel number of decidable model At over L which contains an infinite set of order indiscernibles} is a complete T,\-set.
in decidable w-categorical models.
In this section, we shall explore the possible degrees of infinite sets of order indiscernibles in decidable w-categorical models. First, we shall show that the problem of finding an infinite set of order indiscernibles in a decidable model At of an w-categorical theory T with decidable atoms is essentially equivalent to the problem of finding an infinite path through an infinite recursive binary tree. Note that since Ehrenfeucht and Mostowski proved that every countable first order theory T which has an infinite model has a countable model with an infinite set of order indiscernibles, every ujcategorical model At has an infinite set order indiscernibles. Hence, if P(T) « J(Ai) for a decidable w-categorical model At, then P(T) ^ 0, i.e., there is at least one infinite path through T. Thus for the rest of this section we shall consider only the class of infinite binary trees which by König's lemma is the class of binary trees T with at least one infinite path.
First, we shall prove the analogue of Theorem 2.4 for infinite recursive binary trees and decidable w-categorical models. We remark that all decidable models of a decidable w-categorical theory with decidable atoms are recursively isomorphic. THEOREM 3.1. For any infinite recursive binary tree T, there exists a decidable uj-categorical theory T with decidable atoms such that for any decidable model At of T, P(T) = I(A1).
PROOF. As in the proof of Theorem 2.4, we shall use Lemma 1.3 to construct our theory T. Thus we must specify an increasing sequence of languages, Lx C L2 Q L3 Ç • • -, with only relation symbols and an effective sequence Ki,K2,... of classes of finite structures satisfying conditions (a)-(c) of Lemma 1.3 so that if T¿ is the w-categorical L¿(Q)-decidable theory constructed from Ki via Lemma 1.2,  then the theory T = (J¿^i T is the desired theory.
Fix an arbitrary infinite recursive binary tree T. For each i > 1, Li will consist of the predicates Si,..., Si plus equality, where Sj is a (j + l)ary predicate for each j. We shall ensure that our final theory T contains the following sentences.
(1) For all n and permutations a of {0,..., n}
Note that the sentences in (1) and the fact that T admits the elimination of quantifiers will ensure that for each n, there will be only finitely many n-types so that T will be w-categorical. Also, it is clear by the elimination of quantifiers that T will have decidable atoms.
We can identify n-types of indiscernibles in T with finite sequences of 0's and l's. That is, if / = (in: n E uj) is a set of order indiscernibles in some model At of T, then we shall say the n-type of I corresponds to the sequence (ti,... ,r") and write t(I) = (rx,..., t") if for each j < n, r3■ = 1 if At |= Sj(io, • • •, ij) and Tj = 0 otherwise. In exactly the same way, we can identify atomic n-types, i.e. types restricted to atomic and negations of atomic formulas, of indiscernibles over Ln with finite sequences of 0's and l's. This given, we can now describe the required full families of finite structures. For each n, let Kn consist of all finite structures A over Ln such that:
(a) For all j < n and permutations o of {a,..., j} A\=Vx0-■ ■ VXj Sj(x0, ...,Xj)-> Sj(xat0), ..., Xatj))A /)(\ X; ^ Xfc y o<«fc<j (b) For each 1 < j < n and sequence of 0's and l's (ti, ..., Tj), there exists a set of distinct order indiscernibles (bi,...,bs) with respect to the atomic formulas of Lj in A which have j-type (ti, ...,t3), only if there is a node (ai,...,as) E T at level s such that (ai,..., as) extends (ti, ..., Tj), where r¿ = 1 if A |= S¿(bn,..., bi) and n = 0 otherwise.
First we must check that the families of structures Ki, K2,... satisfy conditions (a)-(c) of Lemma 1.3. For fixed n, it is easy to see by our definitions that Kn is closed under isomorphisms and substructures and we can effectively decide if a finite structure A over Ln is in Kn. Thus to show that Kn is a recursive full family of structures we need only show that Kn has the strong amalgamation property. So assume that A and B are finite structures in Kn and that A\AC\B = B\AC\B. Since T is infinite, there is an infinite path 7r = (7Ti,7T2, ■ ■.) through T. Fix 7r and then let C be the finite structure with domain equal to T)o(A) U Do(S) such that for all j <n and Cq,...,Cj EC (*) A \= Sj(co, ■ ■ ■, Cj) iff either (i) Co,..., Cj G A and A |= Sj(co, ■ ■ ■, cy), or (ii) Co,..., Cj E B and S |= Sj(cq, ■■ ■, Cj), or (iii) not (i) and (ii), Co,..., Cj are distinct, and -Kj = 1.
It is easy to check that C satisfies conditions (a) and (b) of the definition of Kn since if bi,...,ba is a set of distinct order indiscernibles in C with respect to the atomic formulas of Lj for some j < n and (&i,...,6s)
is not contained entirely within A or entirely in S, then condition (*) ensures that (r(6i,..., bm)) = (ni,..., itj). Since (711,..., itj) is a node on tt, then (711,..., 7rs) is a node in T at level s extending (tti,.. . ,itj). Thus C amalgamates A and B in Kn.
For conditions (b) and (c) of Lemma 1.3, assume that m < n, A E Km and B* E Kn. It is easy to see that by the form of our definitions of Km and Kn that B = B* \Kn G Km. Finally we must show that if S is a submodel of A then A can be expanded to A* E Kn such that B* is a submodel of A*. Clearly by induction we can assume that n = m+1. To define A* we need only specify which (n+ l)-tuples a = (ao, • • ■ ,an) satisfy Sn. If a G B*', let A* (= Sn(a) iff B* (= S"(a). Now suppose that for some /, a; ^ B*. Let A* \= ->Sn(a) if a is not a set of distinct indiscernibles in A with respect to the atomic formulas of Lm. Otherwise, find the maximum s > n + 1 such that there exist bn+i,-■■ ,ba G A such that (ao,..., an, bn+1,..., bs ) is a set of order indiscernibles in A with respect to the atomic formulas of Lm.
Since A E Km, we know that there exists a node (tx,...,ts) in T at level s, where (ri,... ,ts) is a sequences of 0's and l's corresponding to the indiscernibles (ao,...,a",bn+i,... ,bs). Assume (ri,...,ts) is the lexicographically least node in T with the property above and let A* \= Sn(ao,... ,an) iff r" = 1. Clearly B* is a submodel of ii* and A* satisfies condition (1) So let T be the L(Q)-decidable theory constructed from Kx, K2, ■ ■ . via Lemma 1.3. Because T\Ln = Tn for all n, where Tn is the theory constructed from Kn by Lemma 1.2, it is easy to see that the sentences of (1) are satisfied by T. Thus by our remarks preceding the definitions of the jffn's, T is a w-categorical theory with decidable atoms. From condition (b) of our definitions of the /fn's, it is straightforward to prove that if I = (in : n E uj) is a set of order indiscernibles in a model of T and t(I) = (01,02, • • •), then it -(01,02,...) is an infinite path through T. Note also that by the sentences in (a) and the elimination of quantifiers for T, every set of order indiscernible is, in fact, a set of total indiscernibles. Now fix any decidable model At of T. Since At is decidable, it is clear that the correspondence / -> t(I) = tti is effective so that there is an / such that X/ = "7 for all infinite sets of order indiscernibles in I. To complete the proof of the theorem, we must show that there is an effective correspondence 7r -+ lv between paths 7r G P(T) and indiscernibles ln E I(M), where r(/w) = 7r. Note that for each node n G T of length n > 0 in T, there is a sequence pn(xi,..., xn) in Ln which says "(xi,..., xn) is a set distinct order indiscernibles with respect to the atomic sentences in Ln such that r((xi,... ,xn)) = n." By the elimination of quantifiers for T and the sentences in (a), it follows that p" is an atom in the Lindenbaum algebra Bn(T). Moreover, if n is a node on an infinite path through T, it is easy to see that pn must be realized in T. That is, T\Ln = Tn and Tn contains the sentence 3xi • • • 3xnpn(xi,... ,xn) since in Kn there are structures A with arbitrarily large sets of indiscernibles I with t(I) = n. Then given an infinite path n -(ti,T2, • • •) through T, let n; = (ti,...,Tj) for j = 1,2,_Define a sequence oi,02,... in At as follows: (i) oi = p,x(x E Ai k At |= pn, (oi)).
(ii) Having defined oi,... ,ajt, let afc+1 = ßx(xE A1& At \= pnk+1(au...,ak,xk+i)).
Note At |= 3xi ■ ■ • 3xfc+ip"fc+i(xi,... , Xfc+i) so that there exists b\,... ,6fc+i in At such that At |= pnfc+i(oi,... ,bk+\). But then bi,... ,bk and ai,...,ak both satisfy the same n-type since they both satisfy the atom p"k. Since At is w-categorical, At is homogeneous so that Ofc+i must exist for all k. It follows that if 1^ -(ai, 02,...), then it is a set of indiscernibles in At and t(Iv) = n. Clearly the correspondence 7T -> ln is effective so there is an e such that Xe = I f°r all 7r G P(T).
Thus we have proved that P(T) « I(M).
The correspondence it -> I" given in Theorem 3.1 has an additional important property. That is, for any decidable model At of the theory T constructed as in Theorem 3.1, it is easy to see that the elimination of quantifiers for T ensures that deg(7r) = deg^) = deg(r(77r)), where r(7w) is the w-type of the set of indiscernibles I". Thus, the correspondence 7r -> T(IV) proves the following COROLLARY 3.2. Given any infinite recursive binary tree T, there is a decidable model At of an uj-categorical decidable theory T with decidable atoms such that there is an effective 1 : 1 correspondence between infinite paths through T and uj-types of infinite sets of order indiscernibles in At.
In the language of Jockusch and Soare [4, 5] , Corollary 3.2 states that any infinite recursively bounded 7^ class can be represented as the set of w-types of infinite sets of order indiscernibles in an w-categorical decidable model. Our next result will show that the set of w-types of infinite sets of order indiscernibles in an w-categorical model is always a recursively bounded Trf-class as well as complete the proof of our claim that the problem of finding infinite paths through infinite recursive binary trees is equivalent to the problem of finding infinite sets of order indiscernibles in decidable models of w-categorical decidable theories with decidable atoms. Moreover, it is clear that (ao, ai,...) is a sequence of order indiscernibles since the formula 0n says that an,..., a" is a sequence of order indiscernibles with respect to po, ■ • • ,pn-Thus, if we let In -(ao,ai,...), then we have shown that from 7r we can effectively define In. Thus there is an / such that xj -In f°r all n £ P(Tm) and, moreover, it is easy to check that xi" -""• Thus I (At) ~ P(Tm)-' We should note that if T is an w-categorical decidable theory, T does not necessarily have decidable atoms; see [7] for examples. But even if T does not have decidable atoms, our proof of Theorem 3.3 shows that there is an effective correspondence between w-types of indiscernibles in At and paths through T. That is, the only place in the proof of Theorem 3.3 that we used the fact that T has decidable atoms was to extract from 7r in an effective manner the sequence (0q,0i,. ..) of atoms from Tv. But T^ is always an w-type of an infinite set of order indiscernibles in At, thus the correspondence it -> Tv proves the following. COROLLARY 3.4. For any uj-categorical decidable model At, there is a recursive binary tree Tm such that there is an effective 1 : 1 correspondence between the paths through Tm and the uj-types of infinite sets of order indiscernibles in At.
Corollaries 3.2 and 3.4 state that the set of degrees realized by the sets of w-types of infinite sets of order indiscernibles in a decidable w-categorical model At coincides with the set of degrees realized by recursively bounded irx classes. Moreover, if the underlying theory of Ai has decidable atoms, then from any w-type T of an infinite set of order indiscernibles in Ai, we can effectively construct I £ I(At) of w-type T. Now Jockusch and Soare have proved many results about the degrees of recursively bounded ttx -classes in [4, 5] . Thus from Jockusch and Soare's work we immediately derive the following results. THEOREM 3.5. Let M be a decidable model of an uj-categorical theory T with decidable atoms.
(i) There is an I £ I{M) such that (deg(J))' = 0'. (ii) There is an I E I(M) such that deg (7) is an r.e. degree. (iii) If there is no recursive infinite set of order indiscernibles in At and öo,äi,... is any countable sequence of nonzero degrees, then there are a continuum ofuj-types of infinite sets of order indiscernibles in At, C, which have mutually incomparable degrees and which are all incomparable to any ai. THEOREM 3.6. (A) There exist decidable models Aii, AI21 AI3 of an uj-categorical theory with decidable atoms such that:
(i) Aii has no recursive I E J(Ai) but there is I1 E I(Ai) which is of a minimal degree.
(ii) AÍ2 has uj recursive uj-types of infinite sets of order indiscernibles and exactly one nonrecursive uj-type of an infinite set of order indiscernibles.
(iii) AÍ3 has infinitely many uj-types of infinite sets of order indiscernibles, all of which are mutually Turing incomparable.
(B) For any r.e. degree d, there exists an Aid such that the degrees of uj-types of infinite sets of order indiscernibles consist of all r.e. degrees >t d.
Finally, we observe that given an w-categorical decidable theory T, we can always decide whether a formula p(xi,..., xn) is an atom in Bn(T) effectively in 0'. That is, if Po,P\, ■ ■ ■ is an effective list of the formulas of T with n free variables, then p(xi,..., xn) is an atom in Bn(T) iff the r.e. set Ep = {i\T |= (Vxi---Vx"(p?(xi,...,xn) -> p(xi,...,xn))) &(-A/xi •■■Vx"(p(x1,...,x") -> p"(xi,...,xn)))} is empty and the question of whether Ep is empty can be answered recursively in 0'. Thus, in the proof of Theorem 3.3, one can easily check that for any path 7T G Tm, I-k is recursive in the join of the degree of ir and 0' even if the decidable w-categorical theory T failed to have decidable atoms. Now Jockusch and Soare in [5] proved that in any recursive binary tree T with an infinite path, there exists an infinite path 7r G P(T) such that the jump of 7r is 0'. Thus, if we start with a decidable w-categorical model At and construct the recursive binary tree Tm as in Theorem 3.3, then for the path 7r G P(Tm) such that deg(7r)' = 0', we know that In is recursive in 0'. Thus in contrast to the example of a decidable model At' which has infinite sets of order indiscernibles but has no hyperarithmetic infinite sets of order indiscernibles in Corollary 2.7, we can prove the following for w-categorical decidable models in general. THEOREM 3.7. If M is an uj-categorical decidable model, then At has an infinite set of order indiscernibles I such that deg (7) <t 0'. We end this paper with an obvious question in light of Theorem 3.7 and Theorem 3.5(i). Namely, for an arbitrary w-categorical model At, is Theorem 3.7 the best possible result or can we always find infinite sets of order indiscernibles 7 in At such that deg(7)' = 0' as in the case of decidable w-categorical theories with decidable atoms?
